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Belclad® Tape 
Armor Capabilities

For More Information
For additional product information call: 1-800-BELDEN-1 (1-800-235-3361) or visit us at www.Belden.com.  All information is subject to change without notice, 
since Belden reserves the right to change its products as progress in engineering and manufacturing methods or other circumstances may warrant.

Belclad armor is a bonded aluminum and steel tape that can act as a shield or light armor. The Belclad capability creates a more robust cable that 
provides better mechanical performance and shielding. It is distinctive with the bonding of the tape to itself, sealing the cable core from moisture, 
water, and chemical damage while supplying enhanced physical protection.

Belden has the capability to apply Belclad armor on almost any standard cable construction. Some of the specific jacketing compounds available 
include PVC, TPE, CPE (chlorinated polyethylene), Polyethylene, and Haloarrest® (LSZH). Unsealed copper tape shielding also available.

Belclad Sealed Tape Armoring Characteristics
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Belclad Unsealed Tape Shielding Characteristics
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Cable Mechanical 
Performance:

Belclad armor offers a cost effective solution 
where heavy armor is not required. The 
Belclad bonded construction uniformly 
distributes the mechanical stresses 
around the circumference and along the 
length of the cable during installation. 
Stress points are thereby prevented that 
could cause kinking in the cable.

Moisture/ Chemical Barrier

Belclad provides a complete moisture and 
chemical barrier that prevents the ingress 
of moisture or liquids into the core, this 
assures optimal cable electrical performance. 

Features & Benefits

The corrugated tape armor is available in 5 
mil thickness of aluminum, steel, or copper.

 • Aluminum provides good 
overall protection

 • Steel offers a higher level of EMI, 
rodent and crush protection

 • Copper provides a high level 
of RFI shielding due to its 
non-sealed shielding

1 EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) Low Frequency
2 RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) High Frequency

Specifying Belclad

Belden makes it easy to specify jacket and armor types allowing you to create the exact industrial cables your application demands. The number 
prefixes represent the part number scheme for the available constructions.

Example: 14xxxx is a cable core xxxx with Belclad aluminum tape and an overall PVC jacket.

Overall Jacket Type

1 - PVC 5 - HDPE

3 - CPE 6 - Oil Res II

4 - TPE 7 - Haloarrest/LSZH

Belclad products can be quoted for price and delivery upon request.
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